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Thank you for sending an advance copy of the above report. I welcome the interest that the
Committee shows in examining this major issue in our society and offering its thoughts. I am
in broad agreement with the majority of the recommendations and the importance attached
to addressing this issue.

Your main recommendation is in respect to funding. I agree that it is important that funding
from energy companies arising from their licence obligations is considered alongside that
provided by Government. We have committed around a quarter of a billion pounds to tackle
fuel poverty over the spending review period. In addition, the Private Sector Housing Grant
which was provided to Local Authorities to fund improvements in private sector housing
stock quality is now provided through the local government settlement and is worth a
notional £67m. Your recommendation based on the evidence from Energy Action Scotland
seeks £200 million pounds per annum from public and private sources. My view is that this
is achievable assuming ttiat Scotland receives a share of Energy Company funding in
accordance with the size of its population. The Scottish Fuel Poverty Forum is bringing
forward recommendations on the design of future programmes that seek to lever in such
funding. I await their interim findings, but feedback to date indicates that our programmes
can be redesigned to achieve greater impact on fuel poverty. You will note that a further
£2m was announced last week to the Scottish Government's Boiler Scrappage Scheme and
universal Home Insulation Scheme bringing the funding for 2011-12 to £57.5m.

You recommend that a 'one-stop shop' approach be adopted, with one hotline number for
people to access independent advice and referral services and the provision of clear advice
to local authorities to ensure a consistent message is available to both local authority
practitioners and consumers.
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We believe that our Home Energy Scotland Hotline already provides this, however we have
recently met a delegation from Shetland who runs a local "one stop shop" across a wide
range of public services an~ I have asked the Scottish Fuel Poverty Forum to consider the
further development of such solutions in their Review. The hotline helps people cut their
energy bills and stay warrr1 no matter who they are or where they live in Scotland. The
Home Energy Scotland phone number is promoted as part of an integrated marketing
campaign which has achieVed broad geographical coverage over radio and TV. Further

I
localised promotions are delivered through the five regional Energy Saving Scotland Advice
Centres, ensuring local aut~orities and voluntary organisation are fully briefed on what help
is available to their clients.

I agree that energy companies need to simplify tariffs. This point was made robustly by me
to the energy companies atlour fuel summit in November 2011. We support OFGEM's view
in the Retail Market Reviewl that action must be taken on this. Although we do not have full
powers to act on prices, the

l
energy companies promised to take action at our fuel summit to

ensure vulnerable custome~s would be offered their most efficient tariff and we are keeping
pressure on them to fulfil this.

On the point about a "trustbd intermediary" role, there has been ongoing and constructive
dialogue with the 6 biggestl companies working alongside consumer interests. The role of
trusted intermediaries thatl vulnerable customers will go to for advice and support is
something that all sides ar~ examining. I spoke last week at the Making the Links event
organised by Consumer F6cus Scotland as part of the follow up to November's summit
where Energy Companies, Ibcal authorities and advice bodies discussed how to best contact

Iand support vulnerable customers.

It is considered that your recommendation on the Home Energy Efficiency Database may not
be the most beneficial inte~ention for householders. The database derives its information
from Energy Performance C!;ertificates (EPC) which would already be in the possession of a
householder. There is alre1ady independent advice available on where a householder may
make improvements free of charge through the Home Energy Scotland Hotline. Or, should
they wish to seek further d~tail they may commission an EPC themselves. This is an area
that is being addressed thrdugh the Green Deal and we will be considering it further once the
consultation period has endbd and the UK Government publishes the final details.

I
I hope you find this information helpful.

ALEX NEIL
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